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Scania and Asko test hydrogen gas propulsion
Asko, which is Norway’s largest convenience goods wholesaler, is continuing
its investment in sustainable transport services. The company will together
with Scania start testing trucks with an electric powertrain. Electrical energy is
converted from hydrogen gas in fuel cells on board the vehicles. The hydrogen
gas will be produced locally, using solar cells. The trucks will run in
distribution service with distances of almost 500 km.
“This very interesting project represents a unique opportunity to test the fuel cell
technology for conversion of energy to our electric powertrains in a challenging
customer operating environment. The conversion of hydrogen gas to electrical
energy on board trucks, which are operated for longer distances will thus provide
value experience for Scania’s continued development of electrified powertrains,” says
Nils-Gunnar Vågstedt, who is responsible for the development of Scania’s
hybridisation and electrified vehicles.
Asko is Norway’s largest wholesaler and supplies convenience goods to
NorgeGruppen’s chain stores but it is also an important supplier to institutional
households and service trading companies. Asko consists of 13 different regional
companies and with a fleet of 600 trucks is one of Norway’s largest haulage
companies.
Asko has the ambition to achieve a climate-neutral business, where distribution of
goods will take place using trucks, which run on renewable fuels and in the longer
term completely on electricity. Experience from pilot testing of vehicles and the plant,
which will be built for local hydrogen gas production, will form the basis for Asko’s
decision on a continued investment in hydrogen gas propulsion. The research project
is partly financed by the Norwegian government.
Scania will supply three-axle distribution trucks with a gross weight of 27 tonnes,
where the internal combustion engine in the powertrain will be replaced by an electric
engine powered by electricity from fuel cells and hydrogen gas on board the vehicle.
The rest of the powertrain is composed of the same standard components used in
the hybrid trucks and buses that Scania already delivers. Three trucks will form part
of the research project, with an option for one further vehicle.
Various internal combustion engines are part of Scania’s modular component range,
which in hybrid drive are combined with powerful electrical propulsion. With sufficient
electrical energy in batteries, the vehicle is fully electrically-powered for short periods.
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Scania is participating in the Swedish research project concerning electric roads,
where the power is transferred via overhead lines and wires or wirelessly via the
roadway or from special charging stations. The aim is to remove limitations in battery
capacity and thereby achieve longer distances in electrical propulsion.
The internal combustion engine can also be fully replaced by an electric engine.
“In the near future, we will see fully battery-powered electric vehicles in service,
primarily in sensitive urban areas as they are limited by their battery capacity and
charging potential. Our own trials of battery-powered electric trucks and buses show
that further development is required of batteries, which have the capacity to store the
energy needed for long-haul goods and passenger transport before the internal
combustion engine can be fully replaced,” says Nils-Gunnar Vågstedt.
Various technologies will be tested in the Swedish electric roads project and in
collaboration with Asko, with the aim of becoming less restricted by the shortcomings
posed by batteries.

For further information, please contact Hans-Åke Danielsson, Press Manager,
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Scania is a part of Volkswagen Truck & Bus GmbH and one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
trucks and buses for heavy transport applications. Scania is also leading provider of industrial and
marine engines. Service-related products account for a growing proportion of the company’s
operations, assuring Scania customers of cost-effective transport solutions and maximum uptime.
Scania also offers financial services. Employing some 44,000 people, the company operates in about
100 countries. Research and development activities are concentrated in Sweden, while production
takes place in Europe and South America, with facilities for global interchange of both components
and complete vehicles. In 2015, net sales totalled SEK 95 billion and net income amounted to SEK 6.8
billion. Scania press releases are available on www.scania.com
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